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ABSTRACT
Shock boundary layer interaction flow features are encountered in many high speed engineering devices
such as turbine blades, air wings, intake systems for ram jet engines, etc. In the past, much works have
been performed to investigate the shock boundary layer interaction characteristics and various interesting
conclusions like boundary layer thickening, boundary layer separation and reattachment, shock
unsteadiness, etc were derived. These findings are mainly obtained for flow over smooth surfaces. The
local flow states induced by shock boundary layer interaction can strongly depend on the wall surface
roughness but no detailed investigations were carried out in this regard. In the present study, numerical
simulations were used to investigate the flow characteristics produced by the interaction of shock wave on
boundary layer over a rough wall. The variations in interaction length, characteristics of separation bubble
and shock strength for roughened wall were compared to that of smooth wall case. The results show that
shock strength decreases for rough wall simulation compared to smooth wall simulation. The shock
location moves upstream as the wall roughness increases. Flow separation - reattachment distance
decreases for a rough wall compared to smooth wall case mainly due to the decrease in pressure gradient
across the shock. The rough wall produce much higher turbulent kinetic energy along the wall surface and
this cause the flow variations to propagate more distance downstream of the shock position.
NOMENCLATURE
Cf Skin Friction Coefficient
Cp Pressure Coefficient
E Energy (J/Kg)
Ks Physical Roughness Height
ks+
Non Dimensional Roughness Height
M Mach No
P Pressure (Pa)
SR Roughness Parameter in K- ω Model
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T

Temperature (K)

U
u+
uτ
y+

Velocity (m/s)
N on Dimensional Velocity
Shear Velocity
Non-Dimensional Distance from Wall

1. INTRODUCTION
Shock boundary layer interaction is one of the classical problems involved in shock wave dynamics
which was well studied and documented in the past [1-3]. Shock wave interaction on the boundary layer
causes many salient features on the local as well as the whole flow field such as flow separation and
reattachment, boundary layer thickening, shock unsteadiness etc. A schematic diagram as shown in
Figure.1 clearly explains the local variation of the flow field near the interaction region of shock wave.

FIGURE . 1 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SHOCK BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION [REF.1].
These interaction effects widely depend on the upstream flow parameters. Kooi [4] observed that as the
upstream Mach number increases the separation bubble, caused by the shock wave interaction on
boundary layer, grows. Another important parameter on which the shock boundary layer interaction
depends is the incoming boundary layer characteristics. In wall bounded supersonic flows, the boundary
layer region very near to the wall exhibits a subsonic flow and through this region the pressure rise
information produced by shock wave will be passed to the upstream side. This eventually causes
thickening of boundary layer. The subsonic region produced by a turbulent boundary layer is much
smaller than that produced by a laminar boundary layer. This cause stronger separation region for laminar
boundary layer compared to turbulent boundary layers.
Shock waves are also commonly seen in many transonic aerodynamic applications such as turbo
machinery systems, aircrafts wing etc. Even though the flow being transonic, shock waves are produced
in majority of these applications mainly when the flow passes through aerodynamic shapes such as a
bump or an aerofoil used in such devices. Transonic boundary layer separation produced on an
axisymmetric bump model was studied by Bachalo et al [5]. Their experimental data’s provided ample
information regarding the shear stress variation from the interaction region to the reattachment position.
An experimental study on the shock boundary layer interaction in an aerofoil of circular bump shape was
carried out by Liu et al [6]. Their experiment given greater insight regarding the flow separation
characteristics over transonic bump flows. They pointed out that as the shock strength increases the flow
separation and reattachment effects also increases.
From these past studies much advancement has been achieved for the shock boundary layer problems
subjected to smooth wall. But for a rough wall the shock boundary layer interaction problems becomes
more complex. The wall surface roughness significantly affects the boundary layer profiles. The general
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logarithmic wall law, which is used to model the near wall fluid layer, will show discrepancies with the
addition of wall surface effects. The effect of surface roughness on the flow characteristics in the
turbulent boundary layer was studied in detail by Akinlade et al [7]. They formulated a modified wall law
to include the roughness effects. They also pointed out that the surface roughness enhances the turbulence
kinetic energy. The effect of supersonic flow features over a rough flat plate was studied by Babinsky et
al [8]. They observed that the wall surface have a prolonged influence to the far downstream flow also.
Inger et al [9] did an experimental analysis on a transonic circular bump with different roughness values
to study the effect of roughness parameter on shock boundary layer interaction flow field. They observed
that an increase in wall surface roughness causes reduction in shock strength.
Even though much of the flow features associated with shock turbulent boundary layer interaction
problems are well understood, the effect of surface roughness on such flow fields are not yet properly
studied. In this paper a 2-D CFD method was employed to investigate the effects of surface roughness on
the shock boundary layer interaction flow field. The CFD simulations were carried out on circular arc
bump geometry with dimensions same as that used in the experimental study conducted by Inger. The
present study mainly focuses to have a detail understanding about the variations in shock bounder layer
interaction flow features like shock strength, flow separation, interaction distance etc. under the influence
of rough wall. The accuracy of different turbulence models in predicting shock boundary layer interaction
flows subjected to rough wall were also compared.
2.CFD ANALYSIS
2.1Computational Model
A 2-D circular bump geometry with dimensions identical to that of Inger’s experimental model
was used for the present simulation. The width of the computational domain is 190 mm. The details of the
computational domain are shown in Figure.2.

FIGURE.2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN
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2.2 Mesh Independence Study

FIGURE.3 NORMALIZED STATIC TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG CENTER LINE FOR
DIFFERENT GRIDS.

The domain was discretized using structured quadrilateral cells with clustering of cells close to the wall.
A grid independence study was carried out to arrive at an optimum mesh size. The operating and
boundary conditions for the mesh independence study were taken as same as that of Case-a shown in
Table.1. Figure.3 shows the temperature variation along the center line for the simulations with four
different grid sizes. It was observed that the final grid system with number of cells of 1400x125 does not
show considerable variation from the previous and hence considered for the analysis.
2.3 Governing Equations and Numerical Schemes
The flow properties variations are calculated by solving the compressible form of conservation equations
for continuity, momentum and energy equations in two dimensional co ordinate system. For modeling the
turbulence, SST k-ω model, which is basically a RANS based method, was used. The working gas density
variation is modeled using ideal gas equations and to account for the variation in viscosity with respect to
temperature, Sutherland approach was used. Roe-FDS method was used for the discretization of flux
components in the governing equation. The cell centred solutions are extrapolated to the face centres by
using second order schemes. The governing flow equations were solved in the coupled form using
commercial solver, Fluent.
Most of the turbulence model uses the wall function correlations to resolve the roughness effects. The
turbulence models like k-epsilon and Reynolds stress model uses wall functions to resolve the viscous sub
layer flows. In these turbulence models an additional roughness coefficient, depending upon the
roughness height and type, is added to the log wall function model which in turn causes a downward shift
in the velocity profile. The modified wall log law is shown in Eq.1 and Eq.2.

On the other hand, the omega based model does not employ the wall function based approach to
determine the near wall velocity profile, but resolves the flow features up to the viscous sub layer zone
using very fine grids (enhanced wall treatment). Surface roughness is incorporated into this model by
implying the boundary condition for ω at the surface as shown in below equations.
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2.4 Governing Equations and Numerical Schemes
In this section, the accuracy of different turbulence model in predicting the surface roughness effect on
shock boundary layer interaction flow field was compared. Three different cases with same boundary
conditions but with different turbulence models, case c as shown in Table.1, were simulated and are
compared with the experimental results obtained by Inger. The experimental study by Inger was carried
out with upstream conditions of 0.4 bar stagnation pressure (gauge value), free stream Mach No. of 0.73,
inlet stagnation temperature of 310 k and Reynolds number based on model chord of 1.76 x 10 6. The
present computational study also used the same inlet conditions as that of the experiment. In the
experiment the back pressure was varied using a throat to control the shock position and the value of the
back pressure was not specified. For the present computational study, several initial simulations were
carried out to obtain the required back pressure value, 98 kPa, which can predict the shock location same
as that of the experiment.

FIGURE.4 PRESSURE COEFFICIENT COMARISONS PREDICTED BY DIFFERENT TURBULENCE
MODELS ALONG THE BUMP SURFACE WITH ROUGHNESS HEIGHT (H)=580 µ M.

Fig.4 shows the comparison between the numerically obtained pressure coefficients along the bump
surface with h=580 µ m for different turbulence models with the experimental results. For SST k- ω
model the wall effects are modeled using enhanced wall treatment which requires the first layer height
falling within the viscous sub layer. For the present study with SST k- ω turbulence model, the free
stream y+ value was maintained with in a value of 4. For the simulations with Realizable k-ε and RSM
models the wall effects were modeled using a non equilibrium wall function approach in which case the
first layer height should be outside the buffer layer and empirical correlations are used to bridge the inner
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viscous sub layer with the outer turbulent layer.
For the present study with Realizable k-ε and RSM turbulence models, the free stream y+ value was
maintained with in a value of 40, which is well outside the buffer zone. It can be noticed that the SST k-ω
turbulence model predicts the roughness effects on shock boundary layer interaction flows more
reasonably compared to the wall function based Realizable k-ε and Reynolds Shear Stress (RSM) models.
The numerical result also shows that downstream of the shock front the pressure coefficient values are
little over predicted by all turbulence models. This may be because of the non equilibrium effects
associated with the shock front.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the present study, the disparities in flow characteristics that can happen to shock boundary layer
interaction problems under rough wall condition were investigated in detail. Four cases with different
wall roughness size were simulated and the boundary condition details are shown in Table.1. For all the
cases turbulence modeling was done using SST k-ω model.
TABLE.1 COMPUTATIONAL CONDITIONS FOR THE PRESENT CFD STUDY
Inlet

Outlet

Case

Total

Static

a
b
c
d

Pressure
142 kPa
142 kPa
142 kPa
142 kPa

Pressure
98 kPa
98 kPa
98 kPa
98 kPa

Roughness
size (h) in µ m
0
250
580
1470

Fig.5 shows the pressure coefficient comparison for smooth and rough walls along the bump surface. It
can be noticed from the figure that as the wall roughness increases, the shock location moves upstream of
the bump. Shock locations are identified as the point where the static pressure value starts to rise abruptly.
From Fig.5, it can also be observed that the pressure coefficient data upstream to the shock front shows
some variation as wall surface roughness increases. This may due to the fact that as surface roughness
increases the subsonic part of the boundary layer also increase which in turn enhances the shock induced
pressure rise data transmission to the upstream direction. Thus for rough walls a more prominent
upstream influence is observed compared to a smooth wall, which can be clearly visualized from Fig.5.

FIGURE.5 PRESSURE COEFFICIENT COMPARISONS ALONG THE BUMP SURFACE FOR
DIFFERENT ROUGHNESS HEIGHT CASES.
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The roughness effect can significantly affect the supersonic flow acceleration in the divergent part of the
bump. As the roughness height increases the mean flow acceleration across the divergent bump section
will be reduced due to the elevated wall friction effects. Generally, in a diverging supersonic flow section,
shock front location is such that the downstream static pressure matches with the outlet static pressure
condition. Since for a roughened wall the static pressure just behind the shock will be increased due to the
flow speed reduction, lower shock strength is required to elevate the static pressure to the required level.
This is the main reason for the upstream shift in shock location for a rough wall compared to smooth wall.

FIGURE.6 SHOCK STRENGTH (P2/P1) COMPARISONS FOR DIFFERENT ROUGHNESS HEIGHT
CASES
Fig.6 shows the shock strength variation for simulations with different surface roughness height values.
The shock strength is defined as the ratio of downstream static pressure (P2) to the upstream static
pressure (P1) across the shock front. From Fig.6 it can be clearly observed that the shock strength reduces
as the wall roughness height increases.

FIGURE.7 WALL SHEAR STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG THE BUMP SURFACE FOR
DIFFERENT ROUGHNESS HEIGHT CASES.
Fig.7 shows the wall shear stress variation for different roughness height simulations. It can be observed
that the point where the shear stress suddenly dips across the bump, the shock location, moves upstream
with increase in roughness. The position where the shear stress reaches a value of zero marks the
initiation of separation and when the shear stress value starts to climb up from a value of zero marks the
reattachment point. It can be noticed that the separation reattachment distance decreases with increase in
wall roughness. The main reason for this is that the shock strength decreases with increases in roughness
and the pressure gradient required for the flow separation decreases. The surface roughness can also lead
to separation in shock boundary layer flows if the boundary layer thickness is sufficiently enhanced by the
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roughness effects. But there may be a critical roughness value for the separation onset. With thin
boundary layer in incoming flow, the surface roughness will lead to larger turbulent shear stresses that
have more resistance potential against boundary layer separation. But when the boundary layer thickens
in the incoming flow, the roughness does not lead to more resistance in separation. Thus the y+ value will
be very important to access the roughness effects.
4.CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the surface roughness effect on the turbulent shock boundary layer interaction flows
in transonic circular bump geometry was investigated using computational techniques. The accuracy of
different turbulence models in predicting the surface roughness effect on shock boundary layer interaction
flows was investigated. It was found that the SST k-ω model, which uses the enhanced wall treatment,
predicts the pressure fluctuation along the rough bump surface more accurately compared to the
experimental results. As the wall roughness height increases the shock strength decreases. This is mainly
due to the decrease in flow acceleration produced by the additional frictional effects. As a result of this
the shock location moves upstream as the wall surface height value increases. The upstream influence
length also increases with increase in surface roughness. The flow separation re attachment distance for
smooth wall simulation shows higher value compared to rough wall simulations. This is mainly due to
fact that the adverse pressure gradient required for the flow separation decreases with increase in surface
roughness. The flow variations downstream to the shock front are propagated to a much higher distance
for rough walls compared to smooth walls. The turbulent kinetic energy along the bumps surface
increases with increase in surface roughness and this will increase the flow variation region downstream
to the shock.
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